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O'Call~g_hari 's Resigna t~on 
Leaves Post To Debate 
by Steve Bedell leadership. Up to now, Fr. O'Callaghan 
News Editor has be~n· fulfilling that need. 
• With the resignation of Rev.Jeremiah F. Rev. John N. Felten S.J., Dean of the 
O'Callaghan S.J. from the office of Aca- College of Arts and Sciences, was con-
demic Vice-President, University officials tact.ed by the X.U. News. He commented: 
face a crucial decision regarding the future "Why a Supenlean? Well, there are 4 differ-
of academic administration here at Xavier. en t colleges with four different neecis: 
Rev. Robert. W. Mulligan S.J., president of There should be somi!body to directly over-
Xavier University, is now considering sev- look and evaluate their programs and op-
eral alternatives to the office of Academic earations. An Academic Vice-President is 
Vice-President, this recommendation will needed to coonlinate the various efforts of 
be presented at the upcoming meeting of the-colleges, keep uniform faculty records,· 
the Board of Trustees of Xavier University. arrange for hiring new fac~ty, propose the 
As Dr. McCoy, Dean of the Graduate institution of new programs, arrange con: 
School, coinmented, ''Nobody knows what sortiums with other colleges, and settle 
will be done with the office; ultimately, the problems between the academic operations 
decision is Fr. Mulligan's." and the registrar, the oomputer center, the 
The office of the Academic Vice- library and the ~dministrators. Fr. 
President was created fourteen yearil ago O'Callaghan is still in office and func-
as another step in the organization of tioning until a· satisfactory replacement 
Xavier University admini-·strat1·0· n. n.... has been found. But its not certain that the 
..-~ - J0 ob Will be filled." 
viously, the Deans of the various schools 
were directly responsible to the President At this point, no decision on the part of 
of the Univer&ity. However, the increasing Fr. Mulligan bas been announced. There is 
number of faculty and students called for a widespread feeling among the faculty 
_VOL. LIX WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER-24, 1973 · NO. 5 an interinediary official to coordinate aca- that the office is a valuable one which de-
demic organization and provided needed mands competence, leadership, and dedica-
s C . U • K • A d Q tion. At the Faculty Committee meeting of enate ourts_ nomecomin" f,BD" n ueen; _ October 5th, 1973, a discussion of filling 
- D D the office of Academic Vice-President was 
Endor~es United Farm Workers' Boycott _ ~:!~:.:. .. t!~!~~:::~t~:~r;:c:;. 
. by John O'Bri~n a degrading or demeaning tradition which to the dismay of some of the people at the administrative and leadership position _be 
. News Reporter - . indicates a basic prejudice toward wom- Senat.e·meeting, that Gallo is the producer filled, and that as each committee, with -
At its October 17th meeting, the Student en!' of the popular "Ripple .. and "Boone's 'faculty representation, be appointed to 
Sen t.e ted · 1 seek out and evaluate candidates. a ac on two controvenna isa:ues; it In discussing the relative merits of these Farm" wines. Finally, the endorsement 
voted to establish a Homecoming Weekend - two alternative arrangements, Senators ex- called upon Xavier instructors, whenever Xavier University ie facing crucial 
Contest for King and Queen, and re- pressed a· variety of opinions. Senators Al poasible, to allow UFW speakers to address · changes in the near future and is already 
iterated last year's endonement and the Loj,ez and Mary Lou Capp pointed out the their clas&es on the boycott issue in order suffering from a financial squeeze. 
United Fann Worker's strike and boycott. fact that election to a Homecoming Court . to present this as an issue of sem;us moral "Everything else being equal" said Dr. 
An ~d hoc Senate committee, cbarpd is an honor, and should not be restricted to and social implications. '"!e unanimous McCoy, ''it would seem that in this period 
with the responsibility of deciding the · women only, since, in Mary Lou's words, consent o!tbose Senators voting was given _ of growth and change the leadership of an 
Homecoming Queen iailUe for this year's _ "There are a Jot of guys who do good to the Umted Fann Workers' endonement. Academic Vice-PleSident is needed." 
~ .. -··- --~--... 
. - . 
Xavi.er Announces New Program 
by Mark Wagner . . · 
News Reporter would be used to formulate motions and 
. . . . . resob,1tiona to be pn!Sented to council, and 
The H18tory-Political Science De- constituent a casework. This would mean 
partment of. Xav!er University has an- coping with complaints and requests ie-
- ._ nounced a field mtern program for stu- ceived from -individual citizen& and would 
·''· -d~nts ·'!«!eking expe!1~nce· iil the in-depth be especially helpful in teaching int.ems 
· - . _operations of mun1c1pal government. A about the different responsibilities and the 
pm~ has been se~ u~ by !he office of. int.er-relationships of city departments and 
Scene from· the last Student S;nate meeting during which the question -of 
_Homecoming Queena (and Kings) was discwlaed. 
fall weekend, issued both majority and mi· 
nority reports. The majority report urged 
the Senate to adopt a proposal calling for 
dual roles for the position which hBcB been 
traditionally known as -Homecoming 
things for ihe school." Senaton who favor-
. ed election of a Queen stressed the fact . 
.that Homecoming Queens are a rather in-
nocuous. part of the annual fall weekend. 
Senator Matt Hartigan, ·one of the authors 
of the minority report, spoke of degradi.ig 
the tradition of Homecoming Queens, say-
ing .. For people to try and change tradition 
for change'• sake is ridicUlous." Hartigan 
went on to note that Senate's approval of 
the ideal ofhaving.a'Homecoming Queen 
- last spring demonstrated an interest of 
Xavier for a Homecoming Queen this fall. 
The Senate, by a 12 to 5 vote, adopt.eel the 
majority report in its entirety. _ 
· Queen. The criteria established for the se-
lection of the Homecoming King and 
Queen involve service to the univenity 
community. The majority report stat.ea 
that "the queen cont.eat had been allowed 
in the pas~ decade to degenerate into a de-
bacle which succeeded in satisfying really 
no one but the Alumni; this proceea ex-
t.ended to the point that it was abolished. 
We now have the opportUnity to return the -
iraditfon to campus and it muet be done 
right The process, if properly set, cart be- Ms. Lilly Sprintz, a local representative 
come traditional and trustworthy over the . of the United Farm WorkenJ boycott, ad-
years, and once again respected by all fac- dressed the Senate on behalf of a proposed 
ets of the university." The mechanism-es- Senate endorsement of the UFW strike and 
tablished by the majority report calls for boycott. Fr. Frank Oppenheim, of Xavier 
the nomination of king and queen can- University's Philosophy Department, join· 
didates by various campus groups, a run- ed Ms. Sprintz in describing to the Senate 
off primary to determiiie the members of the plight of the UFW, which bas been 
the Homecoming Court, and· a final secret · forced to confront both the politically pow-
drawing procedure to choose the King and erful grape and- lettuce growers in Cal-
Queen. jfornia, and the equally powerful Team-
sters Union. The minority report, however, called for 
the Vice-Mayor of Cmcmnati, Gerald N .. agencies. . · 
Springer, in conjunction with Xavier, in 
· which Xavier students can work with Cin-
.. cinnati City Council in such areas as leg-
islative research, community llilison work, 
and constituent casework. 
A third area of involvement would be 
working with community organizations 
and councils. The emphasis here would be 
on. planning, organizing, and coorwnating 
community programs as they relate to city 
This is the first time in several years govt. Finally, inters could choose to work 
that such an opportunity has been offered on special boards created to deal with prob- . 
to Xavier students and will serve a8 a prac- - lems related to consumer protection and 
ticum for students who are in the urban recreation or which have been set up to for-
. studies pr_ogram at Xavier. IT will, in mulat.e long-range planning and the order-
effect, provide stUdents with a unique ex- . ing of priorities in city government. As in 
perience in the area of urban problem- working with the city council, this too 
solving, unattainable in the classroom. would inv9lve research work. 
Pr?spective in~rns can apply, tlirou_gh While not designed &Olely for students in 
X~v1er, to the. V1ce-~yor's office, which urban-studies or political science, it is 
will pla~ appli~ts m ~e o~ces of mem- . hoped that this program will help these 
bers of C:-ty coun<:il o~ with city boards or students, in p8rticular, to move from the 
commun1ty org8DIZ8tions. theoretical consideration of these problems 
Alt.emativea for involvement include en· to the practical application of principles 
gaging in legislative n!8elll'Ch work, which for solving them. 
the re-instatement of the traditional Queen Among the provisions of the proposed 
contest which was abolished last year. The endorsement ~aB a reaffirmation of the 
minority believed that· ''it would be im- stance taken by last year's Senate, which 
possible to run a serious King and Queen requested that the University Food Service 
contest since the prime motivation for such ·not purchase non-UI<W table grapes or ice-
a set-up is spite and revenge." (The report berg lettuce. (The University .Food Service, · 
-did not explaing the meaning of the last in response to an -onler from Rev. Robert 
two.terms.) In addition, the minority stated W. Mulligan, S.J., President of Xavier Uni-
that "Hol!)ecoming Queens are a tradition versity, stopped buying non-UFW iceberg ll'hoto hy c. n • .._.rrl 
valued by alumni, faculty, team and most - lettuce from their chief produce supplier, . As part of a Field lntem Program sponsored by the History-Political Science 
students and should for that reason be pre- Charles A. Squeri, INc.). ID addition, the - Department in conjunction with the Urban Studies Program, Xavier student-"' 
served; under acceptable selection pro- endorsement expressed the Senate's sup- can get credit for working with Cincinnati City Council members. In the al.11!"'' 
cedure." The minority report.concluded port of the non-violent efforts of the UFW, - picture (L. tO R.) Eugene A. Beaupre (Xavier '68), Tom Collins (Xavic.r '.'{'J.1j. 
that "we do not feel ihat a woman as a rep- and urged students to boyw>tt table grapes Vice-Mayor Gerald N. Springer, and Tim Burke (Xavier '70) discuss the pot~ .. :·\'~. I 
resentative of the school for one weekend is and Gallo wine1:1. Ms. Sprintz ·PQinted out, of such. a program. ;•n 
. ~ :\,·~« . . 
. ;1~<,~.;;.~ ~ ~:·'(/. '.,-::>:;~~~:/~':~ ~,::./ i: . • _--_~·._·_'.· '.:'.\ ~~~. ; t ' •• • ~ ~ .' ... .- ........ ._ .... ··-:. .. ;-_ ~ . ... ~' ~· . ·. ,· 
~::\ : r 
:~;.,;~~~".· ,~ .. ~ ~: ... '.·.<:'\~ :"~'1~'t;!/~•;;.;~~·1~4:•;•;•;.-;,~·;<' ,~ .. ~~ . 
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Tom Gruber '78 Bud .E1twanik ~78 Sue .Peek "74 · CPhoto b~ R. Madden) 
"He seems to ctreu wen.•• ·•·1 aesume he's not doin1 toO •'He. should be out for the beet 
good a Job." . interests of the students." 
Joe Koterski '78 
"I assume its adequate." 
Results Of Opinion Poll On The Mall 
Students Evaluate Rod Shearer In I oh Performall.ce 
by William Arnold _ . · 
Editor-in-Chief unanimous recognition factor Heben1triet stated, "I really guess be helps FatherMUlligan out those respondin8 did·~ because o(. 
A majo •ty f bad. ti ti .among dorm students while at the shouldn't say because I've never and I guess he does a pretty 1ood actual dissatisfaction with bis ac-
ed in a r: .. : x,s . en Ni quea tr on· same time be is unknown to com- seen him in action." job ... at least be seem• to dtel8 tual performance or a lack of famil.· 
poll of student :;r:ioner:':d~c:: muter students by a tally of l~-3 Senior Denni~ Corrigan eval· well." Chuck Kennedy, a~otb~r iarity with his actual job function. 
that although they know who Rod~ ~ong those sampled. Tl?e poll m· uat.ed Shearer's performance of his Sop~om~re commuter, replied,, I The results of this straw sample 
erick C. Shearer, Vice President of d1cated that Shearer is bet~r job as fair to poor. (Corrigan ii a ~~n tth1nkhed?esareal1oodJob are in no way a thorouah eval-
Student Development and Dean of known among upperclaumen ~Ith former Student Senator.) Joe·· Bud E1twanick, a Sophomore,_ uation on·the part of those inter-
Studentl ia by a 17-13 maqrin tho- t!"o or more years at the. Umver- Kot.erski, a Sophomore fmm Mar· •~a~ "I know there are a lot of· viewed by News reporters. How· 
sesame students by an almo~ 2·1·~1ty. Also, thost; atudents ~nvol~ed ion Hall, commented, "I auume diuatiafied atud8!'tl on C8!ftpua. · ever, it can be infermd from poll 
ma1'lin do not kn h th .. b in some !"ay in the University .10 I a11ume he 1 not do1n1 too results that there is perhapa 
is. Conaequently =ly~l aout ~/;, tbroug~ ether ~~~loyment o~ ~- 1ood a job." greater need on the ·part of Vice 
d . ' tracumcular activities are familiar · · den Presid t Sb becom 1tu entl interviewed, offered an .. th Sb bil th h Sue Peck, a Senior dorm etu t, en earer to e more 
opinion concerning the effec- WI .earer w e 088 w 0 are · A I • believed that Shearer in bis eapac· faminar with the students he ad-
tiveneu of Shealw in hia poeition fi0 t ·r inv::.:re aenerally un· ft a. Ylll ity ae Vice President for Student ministra:tively bu charle over. In 
in the Student Development Office. ami iar WI • Development "abould· b8 out for the addition, the high inetance of non-
Tbe sample takm repreaent.ed 
8 
Students 'ueation~_i~ the poll . best inte~tl of~estuden~.''. Pet.e· recolnition of Shearer BmODI ~~- . 
balance of all clasaes as well 
88 
an exp!e88ed ~iverse op1n1on• con· . . . Capron1, a. Senior who hvea off muter 1tudenta would. ,._ to mdi· 
even split between d 't.o d cemmg their evaluation of Shear- his Job performance 11 adequat.e campus, believes that Mr. Shearer cate that the Student Development 
commuter studenta ~nn~ ry an er's performance of bis job at.the, but I've not beard much about it performs bis job "minimally" and. Office as a whole must make 
port.era also a&tem fed ~ m::~;; top of the .stu~ent Development outside of d~r~aatory comm!nts John. Lebleiter, S~ent Body Vic8- areat.t:r efforta to con~t students 
8 
balance betwee! th tud ts Office. Jumor Jim McHurb, when from atudents. Ive heard very little Prea1dent, rates h11 ·pertormance who live off campua. Finally there 
Who are. i'nvolved . ose s eti~ asked bis opinion about how well aboUt what be actually bu done." "a• fair to moderate, I gueu_ ." :: seems to be a need for Vice' Preli· m campus ac V· v· p 'd Sh -". . .· . . . ities and those who are not. . .1c~ res1 ent " earer peno~s Tom Grube~, a ~opbomore com· Although atudenta reepondina to dent S~earer to more fully; acq~t. 
. . , his Jill>, stated, I really couldn t muter, rephed that "the title the News report.en were aerierally the enurestudentbodywith the ex· 
The poll revealed that Vice Prem- say - be cakbes a lot of flak - sounds pretty good but it's bard to critical f Sb r' · · rfO · · · f act function of his office and the 
-.dent Shearer posseassea a near·' that's all I know" Senior Mike 4':-·- out exactly' h t b d 1· h' ..• ,,,_ 0··t. e~ 'tpe1· .rmanb.~theo. • s~rvices it offen. 
· ""''"" . w a · e oes. 1s JOu, 1 was no .cear.w _e r. . . . . ·. 
-· -'-"-
Peter Caproni '74 · John Lechleiter '75 
"Yes, Vice-President of Student ·"Fair to moderately, I guess." 
Affai~s purportedly." 
Common Cause 
The Common Cause, a non-partisan lobbying organization, meets 
this Thursllay, October 25, at St. John's First Unitarian Church, lo-
cated at Reading and'Linton Roads across fro~ ,Sears. Founded, by 
former·H;E.W. Secretary John Gardener, th~ four-year old:IP'Pup bas 
chapters in many American cities and has over one thousand members 
in the Great.er Cincinnati area. · 
· Those interested in attending the Thursday night meeting, at ~bich 
Dan Swillinger, the Associate Dean of the Ohio State Law School and 
member of. the National Board of Common Cause, will speak, are cor-
dially invited. Further information may be obtained by calling Laura 
Lee Sawyer at 961.7460. · ' 
Denise Glen~ .. ;79 ·· .. . .. 
"'I don't know who he is." 
; ~ .... 
.Jim McDonough '76 . 
"I really don't know what his 
job is." 
Kathy Mahoney '77 . 
"Unh:.unh." ,. 
Your "Hot Dogs" m~st now carry . · . · . i;'layhouse Student I.D. Ticket Policy . 
a label with content description. . ~he ~m~innati Playhou~e-ln·The:Park in~tes all students to par· 
They will be divided into three · ticipat.e m 1~, Sc~~l:I:D· Ticket,~obcy. Lasting throughout .~he Play· 
types, Regular meat plus normal house· seaso~; ~be Policy makes available "rush" seats five minutes 
ingr6lien•- fior roce' .. will. • be·. '.;1j ¥,o~ curtam_.. ·time.~ · , , '. . ~ . , . . . . . 
... p ssmg ' . .-iL..~· • , . · ·. · · 
Type A. By-products .of heart ·o;··' -"'PPlce: $2.00 upon 1presentatiori of a valid school identifieation card. 
tripe must be labeled and will be·. ,~0¥ ;interested i~ seeing The Tempest have only this weekend; the 
Type B. Type C may contain non 'llDal:performance..JS..the Sunda , October 28, matinee .. ________ -~ 
meat-binders but each must be list- ·· 
eft. on the lable. And for the first 
timei frankfurters. may be labeled · ·: : 
"Hdt·dogs".: · ;·'. ~ :- l· : : ' '1 , l i '.: i GJ~;(f8"~tm 
I WANT THE 19'74 MUSKETEER Exclusively Herschede!s 
LocalAddresB~-----------------------------------------'---~--------------------------------
Local Phone~~~~~~~------------,_.----- Mail to home?. 0 Yes 0 No 
Cost of Yearbook 
Mailiq Fee (50e, if applicable) 
BalenceDue • 
Plsue MdoM du. f~llD, with check or ~ ord. . ..,.bi. to: ''Xa.W 11..Ut.llr", ~ a 
·· •velopemuW 'TeulNlok'' ad clepollt ill 0ae ... ,.. .. ...._ ill the UniftlllltyC.wPM&Olles. 
Thank, •• ., ... 1ar,.........-. · AlkA ... Oil~ .SW4Mt ...... Plaa, . 
... ...,.. 
wocurn--.· 
1•1 O•NAM· -·., 
....... ,..- .... ·: 
".~ . . . . 
~ -.... ---. -.. --------. ----------.. --------... -:,._ -... -.. --------·· -·~·-·-·"·-·-·-· ....... _.. ... _ ...... _ .. .; .......... _ .._ ............. ;~:-· ---···-·-- ·-·-·-·--····---~ .. --....... _ .. ________ ...... ~-- .. -· ........ ..;.. ... __ .:.: 
Why study for the priesthood? 
Why be part of a dying institu-
tion? Why commit y.ourself to 
celibacy? Indeed, why get 
closer to misery in a world that 
· is already mis.erable enough? 
There aren't· any easy 
answers to these questions-
even for a Paulist. But he knows 
that today's world desperately 
needs people who are commit-
ted to ideals and beliefs. In our 
search for peace of mind and 
country, happiness, love and 
brotherhood, we are really 
seeking meaning-a reason 
for being. 
The Paulist doesn't feel the 
world is dying; he rejoices in· 
the signs of hope around him 
and listens for the sounds of 
love. Men like the Paulists 
. rekindle our spirits and their 
love for Him includes and 
embraces all of us. 
Every Paulist is a mission-
ary. Whether he is in the pulpit 
o.r the parish house, on campus 
or in ghettos ... whether he 
communicates with the. spoken 
worq or the printed w9rd, the 
Paulist is talking about what 
concerns him most: the love of 
Christ for all people. 
If you are looking for 
answers, talk to us. Together 
we· may find them. For more 
information about the Paulist 
priesthood, send for THE 
PAULIST PAPERS-an exciting 
new kit of articles, posters 
and recordings about 
America's fint religious 
community. 
. . 
The Philosoph'y Club will hold its 1973-74 organizational meeting 
this Wednesday~·October 24, at 1:30 p.m. in the Hearth Room of the 
University Center. Fr. Frank Oppenheim, S.J., who was involved in 
the United Farm Workers' struggle in California, will speak, centering 
on the topic "Does D~ocracy Require Civil Disobedience?" 
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. VP s·hearer Explains ~ew Roles 
In Closer Contact With Students 
by William Arnold . . . 
Editor-in-Chief and coordmate all the programs tian ethics, and image in the Cin· 
. · . . and services associated ~ith Stu· cinnati Community. 
The followmg question~. and ~n- dent Development, such as health · 
ewers are taken from an mterview services athletic tc d t b Q. Has the evaluation of the 
conducted. by News .Editor William ultimateiy respon:ih~e t~ ~~e P~esi~ Open House Program ~~n com-
A~old wit~ Rodenck C. Shearer, dent for their function. The role of pleted and wha~ new pol~es have. 
V1ce-Pres1dent for Student De- th D f Stud ts h . evolved from thlS evaluation? · 
l d e ean o en owever, 1s · ve opm~nt ~n Dean °! Studen.ts. more closely related to contact with 
The. articl~ 18 the first in a sei:ies students, in such aspects as Stu-
dealmg with the present operation dent Governme t d" · r d 
of the Office for Student De- . n ~ . i~cip me, an 
l t d ·ts 1 . tud t extracumcular activities. The dean 
".e opmen .an 1. ro.e m s en is also responsible for co· 
hfe at Xavier University· ordinations of the Central Office, 
Q. Why was there a recent name which includes the Dean of Women 
change in your office from Office of and the Dean of Housing. 
Student Affairs to Office for Stu- Q Wh · d t D 1 t? · • at is the present concept e~ ~ve opme~'St d t Alfi . ., of in loco parentis for Xavier Uni-
• e na~e u e? airs- versity? 
conveys the idea of an impersonal A The tradi'ti" l · t f · d ta bed d th · . 1 · • ona concep o in t~· c ffi ~t au . ontathtive ro e ~or loco parentis (i.e.· the University as-
is o ce. .cames 0 e~ negative suming the role of parent) is dead 
and suggestive connotations. The for Xavier University a,nd every 
term .stu~ent Developmen~, ho'Y· other university. The policies 
ever, implies t~at .the s!-Bff m this which my office would design for 
area are contributing with the fac- student life have two main thrusts· 
ulty in the ~tal education of the 1) to ensure that the rights of oth: 
student. Thu name has been ere, students and faculty, are re-
adop~ by. other schools such as spected 80 that they can carry out 
the pmv~rsi~ of Dayton, and St. their own functions, and 2) to saf& 
Lows Umvemty · guard the purpose for which Xavier 
Q. What is the role you would as· University exists. The University 
sign to your jobs as Vice-President is unique, or at least ought to be in Roderick C. Shearer 
for Student Development and Dean some ways as regards its teaching Vice-President of 
of Students? ·functions. Xavier University is cast Student Development 
A. The role of the Vice-President in a more conservative mode as to . 
of Student Development is to plan its behaviorial tati Ch . . A. The evaluation of last years 
. ex~ ons, ns . open house program was completed 
Fly With The 




this sunimer. So far as the houm of 
the program are concerned, there 
are differing opinions among stu· 
dents, some preferring that the. 
open house hours each day start at 
noon, other students, however, 
have expressed their desire for pri-
vacy in their hallway in the early 
morning hours. Consequently, the 
hours have been maintained at the 
same level begun. last year. In addi· 
tion, the highly automatic and 
strict penalty system has been 
made mote elastic, as the study rec-
ommended. Each residence as· 
sistant is now responsible for his or 
her own floor and wing twenty.four 
hours per day, in order to give 
them more authority to call the 
shots as they see them concerning 
enforcement and violations of the 
open house program. 
Q. Does your office still receive 
reactions from concerned parents 
and individuals concerning the liv· 
ing arrangements in the dorms? 
A. Occasionally, we do. At I!- re-
cent Dad's Club meeting, one par-
ent questioned the existence of coed 
halls and showed great concern 
whether or not this was all for the 
good. Our approach, however, has 
been that although many outside 
the University may not like it, it is 
part of our culture. The University 
is not concerned with the external 
pressures but rather with how 
YOU ·w1LL STAYIN co~~EGE O·NTIL YOU RECEiVE' A 
BACHE;'t:OR'S DEGREE 
. . ..-...--. 
dorm policies effect t!Je livi,q and 
learning environment. 
Q. What· is the status of the 
Committee studying the future di· 
rection of the Student Development 
Office? 
TRAINING DURING THE SUMMER 
FLY JETS OR HELIC·OPTERS 
RECEIVE ABOUT $100 PER WEEK PLUS ROOM 8t 
. BOARD FOR SUMMER TRAINING 
. . . 
START AT 89,000 OR M.ORE PEit YEAR WHEN 
COMMISSIONED 
A MARINE OFFICER WILL BE ON CAMPUS IN THE _µN,IVERSITV CENTER 
tlCKET BOOTH ON 30-31 OCTOBER.ancLJ'.;rNOVEMBER . ·; 
;:-,,. · · .FROM 9:30 A~M. TO 3:30 ·P.M. 
. ·' 
A. The committee is in the fmal · 
stages of its study. Even though 
the office personnel here have 
changed over the summer, the coin· 
miUee can still pre98Dt an accurate 
report, aince it will addnaa itself to 
future directiona, not what is now 
and has been. The committee was 
not notified this summer con-
cerning changai in thia oftice. The 
· force of circuma&ance9 caused us to 
regmup on a temporary baaia, and 
the preaent arrangement of the Stu-
dent Development Office is not in· 
t$Dded to JJe a permanent atructure. 
FUTURE CPA 'S 
Learn Now About the 
next CPA Exam. 
Becker CPA Review co ..... 11 




OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT 
1/4 OF USA 
~ • J·. 
J ..... -· 
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A·Royal Family, A Moral Question . 
"He ~ho does anything because it is the cu~om 
makes no choice; He gains no practice either in dis-
cerning or in desiring what is best. The. mental and the 
moral, like the muscular, ·powers are improved only by . 
being used. The faculties are called into no exercise by 
doing a thing merely because others do it, no more than 
by believing a thing only because others believe it. If 
the grounds of an opinion are not conclusive to the 
person's own reason, his reason cannot be strength-
ened, but it is likely to be weakened, by his adopting it: 
and . if the inducements to an act are not such as are 
consentaneous to his own feelings and character 
(where affection, or the rights of others are con-
cerned), it is so much done toward rendering his feel-
ings and character inert and torpid instead of active 
and energetic." 
vorably upon the m~jority report of the committee es-
tablished to study the problem (and Homecoming does 
seem to present itself more and more each year as a 
problem). De Tocqueville best summed it up when not 
even commenting upon out Student S~nate: "The moral 
authority of the ma;ority is partly based upon the no-
tiOn that there is more intelligence and wisdom in a 
number of men united than in a single individual, and 
that the number of t~e legislators is more important 
than their quality." 
From On liberty 
John Stuart Mill 
The scenario at ,tie Student Senate meeting last week 
was pathetic. The nineteen Salons of the Xavier Stu-
dent Body, representing the best interests of their con-
. stituents (hopefully not the collective imagination 
present on campus) wrestled with the one issue that has 
really raised a furor on campus the past several years: 
Homecoming Queens. The discussion of the sttnators 
lacked any significant content. The senate itself w.,nt 
begging for any fresh insights and philosophical 
leadership. More regrettably, their reasoning was ut-
terly devoid of any ideological basis. 
The Senate was sorely lacking a truly prophetic voice: 
s~eone who could cut through the jumbled jargon of 
custom, tradition, and halt-time ritual to point up the 
fact that there never was presented at the meeting a 
ra_tionale for any· type of homecoming royalty. Sen· 
ators would readily respond that the majority acted fa-
Linguistic analysis, besides being a task which inspires 
little other than cosmic boredom, can hardly be applied 
to a statement, verbatim or edited, within or without its 
context, printed in the Xavier News, especially if the 
analyst is striving for any. manner of justice. The 
News, through no mean fault of its owne, cannot 
daim the crown of "aut!1oritative source", and those 
who have the sheer audacity to qUC>te it cir~ either gull-
ible in theextreme, or anxious, to the opposite extreme, 
for the making of _enemies. Yet, justice demands that. 
such analysis be sollicited in regards to a sentence, sim-
ple enc;>ugh, which appeared in a News reproduction 
of what apparently was a letter, sent to potential do-
nors to the ailing Xavier lntercolleeiate Athletic Program 
with the endorsem~nt of the Rev. Robert W. Mulligan,. · 
S.J. (since his name did appear after the quotatiOn, it 
is presumeably safe to assume that he did endorse the 
statement). 
The sentence? "The good athlete is respected at 
Xavier." 
Now what could Fr. Mulligan have meant by that? 
Overlooking the fact that the dearth of "good" 
athletes at Xavier is pretty much obvious to everyone 
and that the members of all Xavier athletic teams· 
would view (and, in all probability, have viewed) as· 
greatly suspect the use of th~ term '.'athlete", con-
If there had been one such prophetic individual on 
the Student Senat, that person could have questioned 
some blatantly faulty thinking. The report of the ma-
jority, urging the selection of a king an~ queen, stated 
that "having reasoned from the criteria of selection 
rather than the necessity of having a queen, we first 
set our criteria before creating the positions." The ma· 
jority stated it succinctly: it established its position wUh· · 
out even for a moment understanding why it chose to 
do so. The majo~, treading over so carefully so as 
not to rock the boat or upset the applecart, stated ''we 
are not attempting to change the tradition: we are mer-
ely changing the reasoning behind the tradition, hope-
fully without destroying a time honored institution." Fi-
nally, with euphoric glte, the majority concluded: "N0w 
we have the opportunity to return the tradition to cam-
pus, and it must be done right. The process, if properly 
set can become traditional and trustworthy over the 
years, and once again respected by all facets of the 
university." Joy to the world! 
This is not to suggest that the minority displayed any 
measureable quantity of wisdom. The minority prefer-· · 
red a matriarchal court rather than a dual monarchy. 
The minority stated: "It is our contention that, fa·r 
from being a major ideological issue the Homecoming 
Queen is rather an innocuous tradition which should be 
preserved." The minority report continues: "We feel. 
that Homecoming Queens are a tradition valued by al-. 
umni, faculty, team, and most students and should for 
thot reason be preserved." The word tradition is of-
fered for digestion, or rather indigestion, as _some-
. thing worth keeping in and of itself. Again, no pre-
sentation has been made of reasoning behind this 
custom and tradition. The two words in themselves po-
ssess a mystique to insure their own perpetuation, 
The Senators seemed lost. Without even an under-
standing of the rationale behind any custom or tradi-
tion other than the biessing of majority acceptance 
they continued the cant of conventionality. Operating 
in a vacuum, the senators were grasping for some rit-
ual for the half·time ceremony which custom and tra-
dition necessitated. 
So ,,,;ent the recent Student Senate meeting. The Sen-. 
ators surely must be aware that there are more preuirig 
and more urgent needs than Homecoming 'Queens. The· 
Senate has yet to seriously consider core .curriculum 
refonn. No mechanism has been set up to seriously ed-
ucate the Student Body to use the teacher evaluations 
· properly. No protests have been carried ~o adminis-. 
tiators asking why the undergraduates continue to bear 
an unfair financial burden in the form. of. security 
parking fees and the. General Fee. There has been no 
discussion of Rank and Tenure, in a year when approx· 
imately seventeen profess;,rs are. applying . for job se-
curity. The students at large chould know that the ad-
m inistraion could not be ha,>pier when perusing a copy 
of the Student Senate Agenda. · 
·However, the student body will have a good time at 
Homecoming and a king and queen to boot. 
. -W.L.A. 
What Does He Mean? 
sidering the somewhat constant rash of blatantly de-
rogatory (not to mention unfair) names used to de-
scribe them, we move to the action of this pithily 
administrative dictum, the real meat: respect. 
Anyone wha has passed even a minimum ·of five 
minutes at Xavier (provided he has not fallen heir to 
the ·generally ·soporific tendencies of campus life 
and has not taken to sleep) can state with reliable au-
thority that ·.the Xavier Football Squ~d, to single out one 
among many, is respected neither as a whole, nor in its · 
individual m·embers~ Yes, it is that obvious; ask any 
football player. The Muskie Jock, in point of fact 
(and, gi~en such incessant repetition, this fact should 
be ingrained in our very beings), is not respected:'C:er-
tainly not as a!' athlete; no, not even as a human b~lng, 
a state of affairs to be mueh bemoaned by. all. 'he . 
members of a university community which .is purp~..fij'd 
to be Christian. 
But, before the banter about "lack of commu-
nication on the part of the administrators" begins to 
throw itself about (we are all: pretty much fed up to 
the adenoids with it, in view of the deafness with 
which it is met and of its general ineffectiveness), 
perhaps Fr. Mulligan's concept of "at Xavier" llfarrants 
a bit of investigation. Does Fr. Mulligan mean the im-
mediate Xavier community? If so, he is sMely mistaken; 
again, ask any football player, and yoo;ll get a mono-
logue to put Rodney Oangerfiald to shame, to force 
Aretha· into giving up her gold disc, and to melt the 
h~rt of anyone who has. even the least concept of 
the meaning of "human respect." Perhaps he ~eons 
the Xavier community "at large", whkh would include 
the ~lumni and others so related to the University? Any 
respect which these have wauld be intended from the 
form "football", certainly not for the existing es-
sence from which tb.ey are physically estranged and to 
which they are incapable of relating but vic~riously. 
lri the face·of the ponderously ·obvious incongruity. 
between. the. situation as· it is construe.cf by the majo~ity 
· and as it is construed by r=r. Mulligan, we wonder: what 
does he mean? 
oco 
Apology 
In the last issue of The Xavier N.Ws, I had the mis-
fortune of letting my concern for. Marion Hall run 
away· with my sense of justice. h has turned out that I · 
falsely· accused Fr. Mulligan of wishing the worst for 
Marion Hall when, in fact, he hod only · the best of 
intentions. Having extricated my foot from my mouth, 
I here offer my sincere apology. · 
S.K. ~Administrative· Rhetoric Curtails Student's· Rights 
Dear Editor: fellow undergraduate ·students - as well as of proof. nor evidente-to be presented to the V.P. of 
Re your front-page article entitled "Students De- (aiguably) almost any University offidal ta enter .with- Student Development before such ·0 search ii men· m~nd Revision of Housing Contracts" in your Sep- Out warning cind proceed to go through a student's pri- tioned in the contract. 
tember 26 issue, in which the phrase "student rig~ts" vate. belongings. No· standard other. than reason- . The new phr~seology smacks of paternalistic ig_. 
was used in reference to certain "guarantees" won by ablenea is given. Cynicism compeh me to condude that · norance of the maturity and responsibility which col· 
dorm sh.idents in having a new housing contract drawn the v09ueness of the term is deliberate. No· mention lege sfudents possess. Your use ·of the term "student 
. by the UniYersity. ExaminatiOn of the supposedly re- of who determines what is a!'d what is not reasonable rights" is therefore most unfortunate and, more im· 
strictive guidelines under whkh University officials (could .it possibly be a University official?). And no . portantly,. an abrogation of your jou~naiistic duty to teli 
may search a student's room reveals that no real lim· provision for sanctions OQainst those who authorize it like it really is. Students pay m0ney for their rooms; 
itation on the authority to intrude is laid out. Instead, a and/or participate ;n a search uncovering. no violation. . they live, sleep and often . eat there, and cannot be 
lot of bureaucratic doubletalk about "reasonable" One supposes that fervent apologies will be made in eJCPected to 1acrifice their right to privacy in doing io. 
cause and "reasonable investiQation" is inserted to give. such a case,: but the student is nonetheless subjected to N~·one should come into any student'1 room without his 
the student the impression that somehow his rightl are !!'e possibility ~f a s"'!.d~~ intrusio~ at any time f~r ~· :or her permission untess they have a police warrant. 
~~!'!9. !1~9!!~!. fticli~ylo115,_ Th., _COJl~qc_t _q'lthQr~es _q s~~ _ .... r!t~~~"a.b.~~ ·~s.P.&CJ~!I ... ;. u_n_ct;"r .. r,a~~abt. :bel.ief - - .T#iat is.whatYstudent' 'righh't·&s· 1:11t··~t;c)ut.'· : '- :: ... /: . .' . '· ~. .. • 
.-able number·.·.of dorm officials .-.-· many of them t.hat university policy is be'!'g ·~~lated. No requirement . John Coyne'; Clasl·of''71'·1-',' . 
r 
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ON.CAMPUS 
Ecumenism Hits Theology Department 
The Xavier Theology Department announces the creation of an ex-
penment in interdisciplinary, innovative ecumenism, a six-hour, team-
taught cour&e to be offered next semester by Rabbi Al Goldman and 
Mr. Richan! Rolwing. Entitled "The Moses Tradition and The Jesus 
Tradition", the course provides six theology credits which will fulfill 
the requirements both of lower division and of upper division courses 
and will involve numerous field trips, guest speakers, arid films. 
Students of all levels of theological study will be welcomed .. For fur-
ther information, please contact Mr: Richard Rolwing in Hinkle Hall. 
Richey to Speak on Venereal Disease 
Just how much do you know about VD? Can you recognize its symp-
toms? Do you realize its moral and social implications; . 
Mr. Michael Richey of the Cincinnati Department of Hea\th will 
present an explanation of the multi-faceted implications ·of vinereal 
disease this Thursday, October 25, in congress with Fr. James Fleck's 
Theology of Sexuality course. 
Mr. Richey is the Program Director of the Health Department's VD 
Control Center; ocated on Burnet Avenue here in Cincinnati, where 
treatment and preveption both of syphilis and of gonorrhea are offer- . 
ed. 
The presentation ·will take place Thursday, October 25, at 9:55 a.m. 
in the Audio-Visual Room of the Alter Building and at 11:20 a.m. iu the 
Kelly Auditorium. The student body and faculty are conlially invited 
toa ttend the presentation and toaBBistat theensuingq uestion 
/answer dialogue. 
Zietlow of.Reconciliation Fellowship to Si>eak At Xavier 
Carl Zietlo\v of the Fellowship of_ ReConciliation will spend two days 
·on Xavier's campus. on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 30 and 31. 
The Fellowship of Reconciliation is a nationwide pacifist organization 
formed'58 years ago with presently over 22,000 members. Mr. Zietlow 
has trained marchers in nonviolent techniques at Wounded Knee, 
South Dakota, and last year taught i>rotestors at the Democratic and 
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Republican National Convention to demonsirate nonviolently. He has ·:-------------------------------------------. 
extensive connections with many national pacifist organizations. 
On Tuesday evening at 8:00 p.m. Zietlow will present the topic . 
"Nonviolence and Social Change" with a panel of reactors including 
Mr. Richan! Rolwmg of Xavier's Theology department, Dr. Roger For-
tin, History department, and two members of the University of 
Dayton's Peace Studies Institute. On Wednesday morning he will 
speak to Fr. Fleck's Theology of Nonviolence on "Christian Pacifism," 
and ·that afternoon will discuas the. topic of "Civil Disobedience" at 
1:30. 
Philosophy of Women 
A new course, entitled ''Philosophy of Women", is being planned for 
the upc;oming Spring semester by Mrs. Edna Blair of the Philosop.hy 
deparfmenL Since it is a course which must be taught as a free elective 
in humanities in addition to the fifteen hour Philosophy requirement,, 
it has only been scheduled because enough students are interested. A 
gioup of students including Paulette Key, Linda Barber, and John 
Pratt· circulated a petition addressed to the chairman of the de-
~ent and to have been signed by anyone interested in taking the 
course before Friday, October 19. Since enought interest has been 
shown, the course will be accepted as fulfilling a philosophy re-
quiremenL 
Mn. Bliiir gives the following description of the course: 
. I. Women· and the PhiloBOphers: A discU88ion of the different con-
cepts of woman throughout the ages, and the relation of these·conce~ta 
to women's position today. Readings would be taken from Plato, Aria· 
totle. SL Thomas, Karl Marx, Gertrude \;'on le Fort, Schopenhauer,_ de 
Beauvoir. 
Sllgf/r 'n Spice 
Reading_Road at Victory Parkway 
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR 
COMPLETE DINNERS 
DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE 
OR AFTER THAT LA TE 
WEEK-END DATE. 
IL Towards a Philosophy of Woman: Topics will include woman and 
ontolofry,womanandethics,womanandesthetics,womanandlo'{e,,_ WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. ::::.:>.'!~::c::rJ:! ~:'s!:!~e::_iemna: satellitism or:~\~.'. WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST 
. Thoaewishingtoatudythephilosophyofwome~areinvited·to~~iJiB,> . WiTH US.JUSr 5 MINUTE.S FROM ALL. XAVIER DORMITORIES. 
ter for the course and to contact Mrs. Blair. . · · ,, · . !o------·----------------.----------------__,, 
.... ~-
Total '""istdnce provided foreign 
countriu"by the U.S. was $8.9 bil· 
lion of which $4.6 wa8 military and 
$4.3 billion ~onomic aid. This 
amount for the fiacal year ending 
June :I>; 1972 is expected to apply 
to the year ending June 30, 1973 · 
with ihe possibility that the Vi- . 
etnam cease f"ue many drop the to· 
tal •me $700 or $80() million dol-
lars. About one-third of ali.tlie 
military and economic aid iii 1972 · 
went to South Vietnam. · 
RESEARCH 
. Thousands of Topl~s 
·· $2. 75 per page 
Send '°' your up-tci-date, 160ilaae, 
mail order cataloa. Enclose $t00 
to cover postaae Cdeli11ery time is · 
1to2 days>. · 
~CH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
· 1213) 477-8474 or 477-5493 
Our murch 1111llrl1l la sold tcir 
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Literary Masterpiece dies, Lying In State At ''Place" 
• ' • • • • 4 
by Gene Gryniewicz 
Arts Editor 719 Race, any ~vening beginning food, and, I imagine, meditates a ticularly erotic sequence, the cam· tempts the impossible, and fails. 
_at 7:39 P.M. lot. He grows a beard, then doffs eraman "seems" to slip, revealing He tries, through external action 
When in l946 Hermann Hesse·· If you are among the uncultured be11ar's bowl for the Buddha's Kamala and Siddhartha still mod- and generall~ fine photol{l'aphy, to 
was aw'arded th~ Nobel Prize for frew who have never read Sid· words, which he fmds equally un- estly (if scantily) attired. And Sid· portray a purely internal odyssey, 
Literature American critics were dhartha, you would do well to fulfilling. dhartha rushes from the city as and fails. He draws upon Hesse's 
quite take~ aback, Not only had check you local television listin1s In short, the film rushes from though to forget ~e had ev9!' been almost cultis~ popularity in the 
the author's major works gone un· for a rerun of an early !'assag~ to one scene to another (establishing there .and to memly,1obotom1~ the ho~ of creati~g an eq~ally ~opu· 
noticed.in translation _ for they Adventure or Gunga Din starrm~ a definite inconsistency in r~mainder of Hesse a m~sterp1ece. lar film claBB1~, and, in t~IB, he 
had never found their way into En· Cary Grant, to ~brow a Ravi Shashi/Siddhartha's character) as Lines are droJ?ped, mee~~IB over- half.succeeds; Siddhartha will be a 
glish - but most of them lay un· Sh~kar track on you stereo, an~, though Director Rooks was in a l?<>ked,, and n~rvana qwckly men- suc~s. 
read even in their original German. having boug~t ~he book, to sit hurry to bring Siddhartha to the boned in passing. But the true sons of Hesse need 
In fact, there was a good number of down and re~d it. I~ you have read. city scenes, Kamala, and the film's .. . . not fret, for they have o·ily to await 
critics who had never known that and appreciated Stddhartha, you R-rating. There follow several BU· · ~e nver laughed: Yes, that·tB some ambitious director's attempt 
Hermann Hesse the man had even woul~ .do ~e~ to check your local perfluous scenes - sterile exam~ how it was. Everythmg that was to bes town on Hese America's 
existed. It was a definite blow to teleV1Bton bstings for a rerun of an pies of Kama Sutra positions one, not suffered to the end and finally highest "literary" honour; there are 
America's pride early Passage to Adventure or four and thirteen - and some conc~uded, recurred, and the same rumors of a musical production of 
Of . · h h Gunga Din starring Cary Grant, to rathe~ haphazard photography· af- sorrows were undergone." The Glass Bead Game under con-course, since t en, t e matter th · R · · Sh k k · · · ' · · · · h b tified · 1 A . row a av1 an ar trac on ter what ts purported to be a par- Conrad Rooks, in Siddhartha, at- sideration .... as een rec. as on Y men- your stereo, and, having culled the · 
cans can rectify such mat.~rs. Her· book from your library, to.sit down 
~ann Hesse has been raised f??m and re-read it. Do not see the mov· 
hlB role as an "underground wnte- ie 
r" to beco~e one of ihe·most widely · . · . . l!niv_ersity Players Open Season 
With Com.edy By Shakespeare . read literary figures in the country ~or from its onset the movie ~s ,a today. He has become a staple in failure .. The Rooks/Kap~r (India s America's fictional 'diet. Though Shash1 Kapoor plays S1ddhartha) 
still too popular for a Book-of-the- team ~as so corrupted the you!1g 
Month-Club selectio11, his works seekers charac~r as to ma~e him . by Gene Gr.yniewicz , ted at Xavier are Good Times, Oh, The Taming of the Shrew is 
. are used as texts in many high ~oth unrecognizable ·an~ mc~n- Arts Editor What ,a Lovely ~ar, and Shake- sc~edul.ed to be performed in the 
schools. In 1972, tHe number of sistent. ~ereas · Hesse s Std·. It is customary for the Xavier speare s Twelfth Night. University Center Theatre at 8:00 
books sold, bearin1 his name, !ha~a h~d ;e1un to s~spect University Players to present to "He plans The Shrew a lot like p.m. on October 26, 27, and 28, and 
numb~re~ over si~ mi~li.on. And er a: h wort tt a th.er ~d t18 ~th- their audi~nc~ a fme ~rosB-Bection ~hakespeare must ha~e really done a~ain on Nove!l'ber 2, 3, and ~. 
America s youth cult JOmed the h d e:t e~s, e wise ra. mina, of dramatic interpolations. Gener· it - you know - sunple scenery Tickets are available (two dollars 
fifth 1eneration of readers who balk n:ia.,:.ra;s:1. on.: htm ~he ally, these ~nclude a classical, a and, of course, elaborate period cos- foradultsai;»:donedollarforchil 
have enjoyed.Hesse's art.· t~ 8i:1 d al 0 d t etr wid 0::1• at contemporary, and a mrisical piece turning ... There will also be a light dren) in the booth opposite the Uni· 
It says somethi~i· if nothing· t :YI ~th !9ak Y ~:' ~ ~sumh' (not neceBBarily in that order) r_nusical undercurrent heard versity Grill. ,Xavier students are 
else, that Americans lllte Hermann ° ~ti 0 eirl nodwth ge in 1 is which, with the Players' activities wat ng veue ; an e. vesse was · th I f Child · • Th Hesse. . n t full"· Sh h"' S'ddh rth in e rea m o ren s eatre, -
. o , as 1s 1 a a says k th t f D Th' l 
However, last year, Conrad "Everything is the same." Yr:a:th e 1amuth ~ rama. f ts . 
Rooks decided to capitalize on that , . ey 0P!n eir se~son G per- ~ 
1 • hil t th t" Hesse s melanchobc and deeply formances with a classical produc- j cp:, a!1ty w the a the tslame tmde meditative persona abondons· the tion: William Shakespeare's The I 
h. \ w;ii: on e :.uh oAr ie. secon ways of his father to seek the truth, Taming of the Shrew. : 
11 es onor w 1c menca can "thinking Om, his sould as the ar- · I db~sdto8w odn ~dnedy author living ?r row directed at Brahman." Shashi b.'[i11~play:.;:•c: theP~y:r~~av~ I ead .h ed ':cdled to make a m~v1e. Kapoor as Siddhartha reminds one thl e as" . a etupellyare s ta elao l 
An e ec1 to make a movie of of a third ir d .. . D ,, tti e sexes , ts ac a no a p y 1 
not just any of Hesse's score of no- class to pl a .e tJh. G. ' cu 01 per se, but a play within a play. It I 
I . ay 1n e anges or b · "th Ch · h SI ve s a~d short stones, but of the daydreaming, staring out the wind· egms. wt . r1stop er . y, a 
work tied most closely to Hermann ow duri'na d .1 . . rather tippled tinker, stumbling on , H d . . . .. a1 y prayer service. ta al d · I ed · h ted ' esse an con.s1de~ed virtual~y One can almost imagine him carv· s ge rea r invo v in a ea ! 
synonymous with hlB name, Sid- ing his initials or "Mary Lou & Sid· _argument with the hostess. ~fa ~o- · I 
dhartha. . dhartha" in the back of one of his cal alehouse. S~e le!'ves hun, tn· 
Th d "di d ti llo tud "Ma .. ff 1 tent upon reporting hlB raucous ac- l e news sprea rain y an e w s en~ at ss. e eav· t" ·r t th t b I ··ff i 
was greeted with some reservation es home out of abject boredom.· 11v
1 ies Aol de co?_8 a u ha!y · e 1 
( d · htl ) b h f s eeps. or en ... rs on 1B way an ng Y so Y t e true sons 0 He becomes a Sutra (not a Sam· home f: th h t d • Hesse . . rom e un an , per 1 
· . . ana, as ~oes Hes~e·s.~1ddha~a, a ceiving the still slumbering ·Ii 
But the abomination had been wandenng ascetic, a lean Jackel craftsman conceives an elaborate : 
performed and its bastard still- in the world of men") who wings practical Joke in which he orders i 
ho'°;. Interested P.arties are invited .~11 d.a.y lo?,g the praises of one his pages to carry Sly to his own j 
to view the remams at The Place, trad_1tional god or another, begs house,todresshiminhisownfin , . 
ery, and, when the tinker wakes, to' . . O huto by c. Uuerrl 
SHUBERT ONE WEEK BEG. MON., IOV. 5 Theatre• Phone 241-1230 [VlllllS It 8:30" 
Mats. Wed. & Sit. It 2 P.M. 7tll an11 ·WALNUT, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
THE SENSATIONAL BROADWAY & LONDON HIT! 
"I melell in every minute al it." · 
-CLIVE BAINES, N.Y. TIMES 
"Chillingly fmy!~DGU& wan. N.Y. DAILY NEWS 
LESTER OSTERMAN PRODUCTIONS 
in Htoclation with MICHAEL CODRON 
and PRODUCING MANAGERS COMPANY 
1RIANiEDFORD 
'PJUfuw 
A New Pei t1J SIPD GRAY 
Production designed by 
N8L PETER ..w-mJS 
Directed by 
JAMES HAMNIRSIBN 
Original London Production by 
HAROLD PINTER 
MAIL ORDIRl llOW! 
MDII. thru nurs. Eves 
Fri. and Sat. Eves. 
Saturday Mat. 
Please ma•e chech payable to Shubert Theatre and enclose 
stamped, self.addressed envelope for return of tic•ets. 
address him as lord There follows John Schwartz (Petrucio) revels in his cqnquest as he raises 
then, the play The 'Taming of th~ Patty Layell (Katherine) in hili~arms. The XU Players present 
Shrew, immortalized years later by The Taming of the Shrew by "'illiam Shakespeare• .· 
Cole Porter in his Kis Me Kate. At throughout the play; we're going to permitted one free ticket upon pre-
face value, his latter is "the story have a light classical guitar in the .sentation of their ID caids. It is re-' 
of an insensitive brute who marries background ... " quested; however, that students 
a bad-tempered woman for the sake To enhanc~ further the en· claim their tickets after the Thu· 
of her money and against her will, joyment of the play, Dr. Karl We- ~ay prior to the performa~ce they 
and then proceeds to starve and ntersdorf will offer a half-hour lee· wish to attend. Further informa-
torture her until she is so broken tu re (7:15 to 7:45) on tion and reservations may be· ob· 
that she can only echo her tamer." Shakespearean tragedy before each tained by callin1 745-3939. 
In Xavier's production, Kate of the last three performances. (Katherine), the Shrew, is played·· ------· _______________ ._ 
by Patty Lavell, who is active in 
both thePlayersandin theChil 
dren's Theatre. Her counterpart . ·. 
and the other lead in the produ-c>;'.;,: 
~ion, Petruchio (the Shrew's tamerX'k( 
1s portrayed by John Schwartz ::.i;~: 
who, likewiae involved in both as- \··'<. 
pects of Xavier's dramatic con- · · '>,; 
cema, is also the president of the 
X.U. Players. . .. 
Julie Waddell plaYs Bimica, the 
Shrew's sister, and is herself a 
freshman at Xavier. This is her 
first year with the Pl8yera. Her lov· 
er, Lucentio, is a sophomore, Bill 
Braun. He is a second year veteran 
of the theatre. · 
For several of the remaininK 
members of the cast, however, The 
Taminil of the Shrew will provide 
the ftrst taste of RreaBepaiilt. Six· 
teen of the twenty-six actors listed 
as the dramatis per10nae have nev· 
er before appeared on stage. In 
fact, John Schwartz, a Player for 
three· years, marks Petrucio as his 
first lead role, "That's ·okay, 
thou1h," aSBurea Michael 
Kohlmann, the production's Buii-
neBB Manager, "Otto has pretty 
well knocked everyone in to shape." 
"Otto" is Otto Kvapil, a member 
of · the faculty of. the Commu· 
niCAdons Arts Department and of· 
fici~\Iy· the· "Director of Theatre'; 
,. . . . 11ith the Playe!s. Arpong the .a.core 
of productions which he ha~ direc· 
'''WEDDllB 'IN ·WHttE' IS A 
8000, TOUBH,' CLEAR-EYED FILMI 
MARVELOUSLY WELL ACTED.". 
-Vincent C•nby, New Vorlt Time• 
''WE'.·IRE IRATEFULI 
A:PENETRATINI' AND HARROWINI 
STUDY ••• ACHIEVES 
EMOTIONAL POWER." 
-Judith Crl1t, New Vorlc Megei/ne 
"DEFINITELY. WORTH SEEINll". 
-Aeron St;hlndler. Femlly Circle 
NOW SHOWING.I 
[ 
• ]20 • 
squtrP. ~~~-~~~ 
! ,· 
Xavier's. Muskies Sc.alped_ In 
·. Little Rock. Attack: 37-0 · 
I: by Tom Uaher 
• Siaort_a. J.l~rter was constantly harassed by the Ar· for a token score. This is the pat-
kansas State defensive line and tern in every Xavier defeat. Except 
When we last departed from the completed only 6 of 13 for 48 yards against Arkansas State, when the 
Xavier Musketeers, they were still in· the first half. The Muskies did,· Muskies didn't even slip in for the 
shaking their heads in disbelief however, put together one drive, token score and. were white-washed 
and frustration. They had suffered but it fell short of a score when' for the first time since the Quantico 
the ·worst defeat in XU history at Nick "the Toe" Quartaro missed on Marine game last season. At that 
the hands of Southern Illinois. The a field goal attempt from 42 yards. time the Muskies' final scoring 
impression left by that fiasco was In the second half. the Musketeer threat came up short when Quan· 
that the M ~s~ies wer~ .left in a defense came out in~pired and held. tico misse:cI another ~eld goal at-
heap, muc~ like a demolition ~~rby Arkansas on its own 11 yard line, a tempt, this one commg from 28 
car afte~ five hours of c?mpetition. gain of only three yards. Things yards out. . 
The feeling was that thmgs had to continued in their flamboyant w·ay · The Muskies take a week off to 
get better. with Mitchell exploding through ponder their homecoming game· 
A week ago, however, only a ray the middle on an 80 yard TD run. against Dayton. Dayton is now 3 
of improvement pierced through This made it 24-0 and the Indians and 4 and Xavier has to view 
·the bleak clouds as the Indiana coasted on to their fourth win in Dayton as a team they can beat, af· 
from Arkansas State beheaded the six outings, while the Muskies ter the way they fumbled away the · 
Muskies 37·0 at Little Rock lut ·record dropped to 2 and 5. game to Toledo 14·10 Saturday. 
Saturday night. Arkansas State When the smoke had cleared it The Dayton Flyers. still haven't es· 
was led by senior tailback David was 37-0 for the Indians and the 'tabli8hed a running ame and the 
Mitchell, who amaeaed 211 yards Musketeers trudged off the field in biggest problem is their offensive 
on the ground, including an 80 a loser role once.more. Again mis· line. With this in mind, alOng with 
yard scamper _for a touchdown. takes made the difference: Xavier the fact that the Muskies will play 
Mitchell led the· team down the fumbled five times and lost two· no more pmee on the road, Xavier 
field in the fint quarta', before he· one of which waa tumed·into an in: points toward Dayton with wreck· 
finally dove in from _ihe one yard stant score. But more than the mis- leu abandon. After all, 88 George 
line for the 8CON. Mitchell teamed takee, any Xavier fan can see that Allen, coach of the Washing ton 
with Willie Harri• to cru1h the the Muskies are running into a rut Redskins, once 18id, "Every time 
Musketeer defensive line like a every game. Firat the Mu1kie1 you win. you'rerebom." 
bulldozer rollins over anti. Harris, demonstrate that thq can't score. 
a 5'9" watA!rbug, scored on an 11 Second, aeeing ·this, the oppolition ---'!"'!'!'~"!""""~~---~~-.... 
yard run in the aecond quarter, and capitalizes on it by scoring any AUTO INSURANCE 
the Indiana took a 14-0 lead to the number of timee to open up a big DISCOUNTED 
dreuing room at halftime. lead. Third, Muakie opponents .Complete 
Xavier, ·on the .other hand, had seem to lose interest in the second Insurance Service 
been held to 52 yards on the half. It isn't much fun. 1laahins a JOHN BAUER ASSOC 
ll'Ound in the f'int half, and with· Musketeer when. he'• lost ~is · • 
out a pod running attack the p1111- sword. Thu1, the opponentl take ____ ..,7.,.3 ... 2,_· 1..,7,_1.._6 __ _ 
iDg game alao faltered. Tim Dydo things eaay and _the Muakiea slip in 
The Hudepohl Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio 
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CHOOSE YOUR JEWELER WITH THE CARE 
YOU CHOSE YOUR LIFETIME LOVE 
It took Jots of looking and rejecting to 
find your lifl~time love. And it may take time 
to find your kind of jeweler. But try us. 
We care more about making you happy than making 
a sale. Because your satisfaction bring• you 




INVITED ~ 2Mt DISCOUNT TOAL&. XAVIER STUDENTS 
DOWNTOWN, 605 RACE 621-0704 
SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER 731-1800 
WESTERN HILLS PLAZA 661-6911 
o· 
One Pitcher ! 
Three Catchers ! 
Benedict Amold wa1 court· 
martialed ·and found llUilty of mis· 
conduct and not treason. Now an 
Army Board will re-examine the 
193 year old case. The 1780 trial 
was for using a· public wagon to 
transport private property. History 
records Benedict Amold aa a trai· 
tor. The plot to surrender West 
Point to the British was discovered 
and Amold fled to England to aer· 
ve with the British. A history buff, · 
VA. Lindner, believes that Arnold 
was really tying ~ help his country 
by delivering West Point because 
he believed the war to be a hopeless 
one. Other famous names in Revo· 
lutionary war history believed the 
army was in a terrible strait; the 
people were tired of the war and 
wanted out. Arnold hoped that an 
English victory would bring the 
U.S. a semi-independent dominion 
status within the British empire. Beer 
Remember the name ... 
yo_u'll never forget the· taste. 
Make. your caH. for Hudepohl •-· ~ it~s-th~ ,pure grain beer, 
• • • • 
Bar Opens 
Yes, Tucker's Tavern is back!! 
No, not the old,' run down den of 
chauvinist iniquity,' but an all new, 
renovated Tucker's, the Xavier 
University campus bar!! 
·In an interview with the News, 
Vince Tucker, originator both of 
the tavern itself and of its name, 
expressed it s)'lc9inctly: "You owe it 
to yourself td 1eee the newly ·reno· 
. vated Tavern; you won't believe 
you're at Xavier." Tucker con· 
tinued to elucidate, pointing out 
that the Tavern's interiorthas been 
completely redone and refurbisht!d, 
thatithe· building of a stage for the 
bands has been proposed, and that 
the entire thrust of the bar has 
been· diverted from a stag atmo· 
sphere to one for the campus com· 
munity in general .. In this regard, 
Tucker does not feel that the 
Tavem is being supported by the 
Xavier coeds to as great a degree as 
he would like. 
He has, however, found great 
support in the Shamrock Food Ser· 
vice and in the persons of John 
Lannon and Bob Denyer, the man· 
agers of Tucker's, and in John 
Kimmener, the Director of.Bro· 
ckman Hall, all of whom have 
aided in their particular capacities 
in the recent expansive srowth of 
theTavem. -
This cominc Satutday. October 
27, snarb the 1ala openiq of the 
new Tucbr'1 Tavern. Saoh'a will 
be •• 25 ,. .... 1.25 per pitcher. 
The Tavem ii • put of &he Xavier 
· · camammtr; an .... --.. 
• __ ...;."..;, ..,;;; .. ~· --~~~~~~~~--... -.:':':"~~-~~~~~~~~w~':':·~~--·~·--~'•~.;; .... ~~"·~"·•·~r:·.·~.~-:;.v_~"'.~:i.~··~:r,,:;:• .... ; ,, ••iJ•~~.~~4~~i:::~.M·'-.'l>:.•~,..~ • .. ~:1,:.~/b"•~tJ.'$ ....... o1 ....... R~v'ti:t>:•"'.'•~tt•:o:-.-:a:~:·"' . .;, ':,' ... ' •• r  ;.:!...'. 1 ... "', ... 1 .. 1:·,1, .·.~·1, l..,1~•.i.!,..1 .. •·_..1 1 .. 1_• "' • ..,. ... .......... -.: ~~ 
!• ... ~ .... ~ ~·~·~-~ ~~~·-~·~-~·;::·~-~ -~ :·~ ·:·:·;;,:-~·=··~·~~:::·::: ::~ :··:~· .. "~"·"·f ......... ~ ,;.1~·-·ito· .. • .. ••• ' 
·. .,, .. · · ·naturally ~light ~and-~:.r~fres,h1ng~. · ·, · .. / 
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With .Gusto 
DAVID ONOFREY 
Brain-wracked from pondering 
Peggy Lee's influence on the more 
profound aspects of Rahnerian 
philosophical theology and in-
t.estinally distraught for my most 
recent excursion. into the upper ech-
elons of exquisite gastronomy (coq 
au vin from Kroger pullet and 
Roma (lest we betray the revolu-
tion!) white wine in an electric pop-
corn popper does not make it), I de-
cided on a stroll to soothe the 
ragings both of my stomach and of 
my mind. It was long after my un-
directed steps had IP.ad me into one 
of those quaint areas of the city, 
characterized by those ramshackle 
houses (dating from 1910 back-
ward) painted in burnt melon with 
dappled puce trim and by that per-
vading ly acrid aroma of burnt 
hemp with dappled trash, called 
"hippie havens" by those who hold 
membership in Middle America, 
that I was accosted by my first 
"brother". 
Myself of no mean freakishness 
(my sandals and I approach the ad-
vent of our sixth anniversary), I 
was amazed/dismayed at being so 
soon pegged an outsider, as my 
confrere shimmered ever forward, 
his movement far from adequately 
described by "walking". After 
having mumbled a cryptically ep-
igrammatic phrase in six different 
but equally garbled languages 
(three of them dead, I think), he 
slapped me jovially ( think) on the 
sholder and shimmered on as mys-
teriously as he had come, leaving 
behind but a faint trace of six-week 
body odor and a "Boycott Grapes" 
sticker, plastered on 1the sly to the 
yoke of my Army Surplus jacket. 
Only upon my return was I, the ep-
itome of naivete, to discover that I 
had been exploited by this freak as 
a human billboard. 
Ever so slightly bewildered, I tru-
dge on, pullet au vinegar eating 
large pot-holes in my intestinal 
wall, a strains of "Is that all there 
is?" rushing on my mind's ear 
above the din· of a somewhat 
cacophonous group of Hare 
·Krishna people, chanting and lit-
tering the sidewalk, albeit vicari-
ously (i.e. through the hands of 
each and every passer-by). One of 
this clan, whose saffroned robes 
seemed to have takne a decidedly 
noticea hie turn for the livelier 
shades of yellow, thus not wholly · 
unlike a crossing guard's raincoat 
in their resemblance to its color 
and general demeanor, darted to-
wards me, rattling beads in one 
hand, brandishing razor in the oth-
er. 
The heredit~.ry tendencies of 
· baldne~s being what they are (i.e. 
unpredictable), I valued my coiff 
much more highly than the in-
tangibility of my impending re-
ligious conversion and, with a 
quick "om", dahsed down into the 
blackened maw of the nearest al-
ley, right into the determined grasp 
of three young folk whose need for 
a "fix" outweighed their in-
clinations to Christian commit-
tment by the awesome ratio of four 
to one. 
Later, somewhat less toothsome 
and walleted than when I had en-
~red, I crawled out to the curb only 
to receive a speedy and all too close . 
manicure and shave at the blade of 
the silver spurs of a crack mo-
torcycle riding team, on the circum- · 
ference of whose "peace sign" for-
mation I had unwittingly chosen to 
lie down. 
All stickered, trampled, bald in 
two spots, noticeably closer to the 
Welfare line, the spector of im-
pinging ·Death dogging my ever-
heavier steps, the taste of vitri-
olically moldy chicken on my lips, I 
staggered back to Karl Raimer~ 
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ANGii.D'S TELEPHONE 242-6922 P~ZZA PIES 8" 






Ground Sausage .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . 1.20 
Bacon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.20 
Pepperoni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 1.20 
Mushroom ............................ . 
Anchovie ............................... . 
Onion ........... ·.: .................... . 
Green Pepper ......................... . 
Combination of any. 2 ..... ; ............ . 
1.20 1.95 2.95 
1.20. 1.95 2.95 
1.20 1.95 2.95 
1.20 1.95 2.95 
1.35 2.25 3.30 




TO All XAVIER DORMS 
ON ORDERS O_F $5.00 OR MORE 
Deluxe Combination of any 4 .......... . 
Super Deluxe C_ombination of 6 ........ . 









A . PARTICULARLY HELPFUL ADVERTISEMENT 
·FROM THE STEREO LAB 
Selecting A Stereo 
Selecting a component system is more 
than just a matter of taste. It is first and 
foremost a process of discovering just 
how much performance you can get .for 
your dollar. How much sound will a 
system produce? How much of the full, 
musical range does it cover? How clean 
and detailed is the overall sound? 
At Stereo Lab the audio consultants are 
uniquely able to demonStrate in our 
stores and show you the audible di_f. 
ferences that may be important to you. 
We demonstrate, sell,_ and service the 
majority of good stereo equipment avail· 
able. Of the many systems we can put 
together, we have selected here an 
exemplary system in each price range 
that offers you superb value for the 
· dollar. 
Sony-Creative-BSA · 
The.system uses the Sony 230A AM·FM 
ste'reo receiver to drive the two-way 
Creative 66 walnut . loud speaker$, and 
the BSA 260 AX changer with Shure 
cartridge. At $239.00 this is the best 
sounding system we know of. 
Stereo Lab Guarantees You 
The Lowest Price 
When you are shopping for a component 
system if you find the same system and 
service as ·Stereo Lab at a lower price, 
bring in the advertisement or written 
quote and if we have that equipment in 
stock we will meet that quote. 
What Your Dollar Buys. 
With a limited budget ($200-$300), you 
can get a system of reasonable accuracy, 
but some sacrifices are necessary at the · 
extremes of the musical range to get · 
satisfactory acoustic output (loudness). 
A system in this price range is most 
appropriate to sm_all listening areas. 
With a moderate budget ($400-$500), 
you have two choices. On one hand you 
can get a system which provides accurate 
musical reproduction in every ·respect, 
with sufficient sound output for medium . 
size rooms (2,000 cubic feet or less). 
·Alternatively, if you like to play music 
· very loud, in a_ large room, you can select 
a different kind of system in this price 
range that sacrifices some· musical 
accuracy (bass response in particular) to 
get extra sound output. 
With somewhat more to spend 
($550-$700), you will be able to get a 
system that combines completely satisfy. 
ing accuracy. with ample ·output for even 
very large listening areas and· very loud 
musi<;al levels. In addition, it will include 
features which add to ease and flexibility 
of operation, and which help to preserve 
your records. For most people, the point 
of diminishing returns is in· this price 
Sony-EPl-·PE 
The 20· watt RMS per channel Sony 
6046A has plenty of power to do justice 
. to the extended response of the EPl-100 
loud speakers. The PE-3012 changer 
with Grado cartridge treats your records 
with care. In a medium size room this 
system produces good volume level over 
the entire musical range. It's a ·dynamite 
system for only $499.00 
Examples . 
At the Stereo Labs we demonstrate, sell, 
and service the majority of good stereo 
equipment available. Of the many 
systems we can ·put together in each of 
. the· price ranges we've discussed, we've 
select8d here an exemplaiy system from 
each categ0ry that will offer the best 
· possible value for your particular num-
ber of dollars. We're confiderit that we 
can furnish you with a better system for 
less money and with better service than 
you are likely to get elsewhere; · 
Th~nk you. · 
. Kenv.ood's 5200 receiver cian drive th8 
utility advents to room shaking levels. 
The PE-3015 changer is the gentlest 
changer made so your records will last 
longer. With the Shure M91 ED cartridge 
for $649.00 M don't .think you can find 
a more accurate component system with-
out spending lots more money. 
Odds, Ends, Goodies And JuSt Plain Low 
Price$ 
Shure M91ED •..••.....•.• $19.95 
Grado F3E •...........•.. $19.95 
Marattp SD-1 .............. $19.95 
Koss Pro 4AA •.. ; .. .- ...•.• $39.00 
AR 3A .........•....•. $209.00 
DynacoST-120K ......... $129.00 








Univer~ity Shopping Plaza ibne Corry Street/221-5155 
